Richard Cantillonl
Introduction and textual comments by Friedrich A. Hayek, translated by
M i c M 0 Sidlleabldin, Depamnent of Economics of University College, Cork,
written for Hella Hayek's 1931 German translation of Richard Cantillon's
Essai*

In economics, just as in other sciences, it is by no means an exceptional occurrence
to find that, no sooner has a "new" doctrine made its mark, than earlier, completely forgotten writers are discovered who perceived those newly accepted ideas
with b r i l l i t insight in their own day and set them down in their writings. In our
field Oresmius, Monchretien, Barbon, Rae, W. F. Lloyd, Courn* Jennings, Longfield, and Gossen are just a few of the best-known instances of this kind. In scarcely
any field, however, will one find a case similar to that of Cantillon's Essai sur [a
nahlre du commerce en glnhral, which, having greatly influenced the molding of
a science and fully articulated it for the fust time, was at once entirely forgotten
and remained in obscurity for roughly a century until, rediiscovered by accident,
its second emergence proved sensational. Other, no less exciting aspects were opened
up by the research which led to htsi achivement. The contemporaries who witnessed
the publication of this book in 1755 had but a vague and partly incorrect knowledge
of its author, who had died twentyune years previously, and yet even in its latent
form as manuscript the work had exerted a subterranean influence which can only
now be appreciated.
Quite apart kom its thoroughly strange history, this work, as the now undisputed
accomplishment of Richard Cantillon, who died in 1734, is of extraordinary interest
in its own right. W. S. Jevons, who rediscovered the Ersai, was scaroely exaggerating
when he entitled it the "Cradle of Political Economy," the bicentenary of whose
existence as an independent discipline we can therefore now celebrate. Outside of
Germany the importance of the Ersai is practically unquestioned. Why it is still rather
unknown in this country and why a G e m translation needs to be justified can
be explained by unpropitious circumstances, fully in keeping with the fortunes of
the book, into which we shall enter in due course.
The rediscovery of Cantillon's Essai is due to the fact that it is one of the few
works quoted by Adam Smith. In the eighth chapter of Book One of 7he Wealrh
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of Nations, Smith, without preliminq reference hut rather presuming acquaintance

on the part of his reader, suddenly adverts in his discussion of wages to
Cantillon, [who] seems, upon this mount, to suppose that the lowest species of mmmon
labourers must everywhere earn at least double their own maintenance, in order that
one with another they may beenabled to bring up twochildren; the labour of the wife,
on account of her necessary anendance on the children, being supposed no more than
sufficient to pmvide for herself. But one-half the children born, it is computed, die
before the age of manhmd. The poorest labourers, therefore, according to this acmunt,
must, one with another, anempt to rear at least four children, in order that two may
have an equal chance of living to that age. But the necessvy maintenanceof fwr children,
it is supposed, may be nearly equal to that of one man. The labour of an able-bodied
slave, the same author adds, is camputed to be worth double his maintenance; and
that of the meanests, cannot be wonh less than that of an able-bodied slave. Thus far
at least it seems certain, that, in order to bring up a family, the labour of the husband
and wife together must, even in the lowest species of common labour, be able to earn
something more than what is precisely necessary far their own maintenance; but in
what proportion, whether in that above mentioned, or in any other, I shall not take
upon me to determine.'

The only economic treatise hearing the name Cantillon, to which one might have
related that oassaee
" at the time. was a verv mediocre ouhlication. the full title of
which was "An Analysis of Trade, Commerce, Coin, Bullion, Banks, and Foreign
Exchange, Wherein the tlue Principles of this usefull Knowledge are fully hut briefly
laid down and explained, to give a clear idea of their happy consequences to Society
when well regulated. Taken chiefly from a Manuscript of a very ingenious
Gentleman deceas'd, and adapted to the present situation of our trade. By Philip
Cantillon, Late of the City of London, Merchant. London, Printed for the Author
and sold by . . . MDCCLIX."
That book, however, does not contain any passages to which Smith, in making
these remarks, could have been referring. On the other hand, in contemporary
French economic literature, particularly the writings of most of the Physiocrats,
one could encounter references to a different source, an anonymous Essai sur la
nature du commerce en gkniral, commonly attributed to a de Cantillon, which
does in fact (on page 43) contain the passage which was quite inaccurately reproduced by Smith. This work, which appeared in French in 1755 while purporting
to be "Tmnduit de l'Anglois," also bore the false imprint "A Londres, chez Fletcher
Gyles, dans H ~ l b o r n . " ~
The fact that the Essai was widely read can be deduced from the many quotations found in the French literature of the second half of the eighteenth century
and a fortiori from the fact that the 1755 edition was followed by two further editions. The first of these is similar in format with smaller type, so that it comprises
432 pages (427 numbered) compared to the original 436 (430 numbered). The
second occurs as a reprint in Volume Three of an anthology edited by Eleazar
Mauvillon, father of the German Physiocrat Jakob Mauvillon, which is variously
entitled "Discours Politiques," after Hume's "Political Discourses" in Volume
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One, or "Les Intirets de la France," after Goudar's tract in Volumes Four and
Five.' In addition, an Italian translation by F. Swttoni appeared in 1767.'
It was this French Essai which, while writers prior to Jevons's research continued to anribute it in error to Philip Cantillon, was held in high esteem among
the Physiocrats and which Adam Smith got to know when he was introduced to
that circle in 1765. The fmt of them to name Cantillon was Viktor Riiuetti, Marquis
de Mirabeau, as distinct from his famous son, Count Honori Gabriel Mirabeau,
generally known simply as Marquis Mirabeau. The reference to Cantillon occurs
in his Ami des Hommes, which followed, in 1757, two years after CantiUon's Essai6
It is of two-fold interest, for while it represents one of the most important sources
for a biography of Cantillon, it also entails a singular story of its own, which will
concern us later. For the moment let us reflect on a later remark of Mirabeau's
concerning Cantillon, which throws light on hi own relations with the other
members of the Physiocratic school.
In the course of expressing his views on population, which formed the subject
of "Ami des Hommes," Mirabeau wrote to Rousseau on July 30, 1767:
I derived my original and indeed my only views an this subject from Cantillon's Essai
sur la naNre du commerce, which I possessed in manuscript form for almost sixken
yean . . . . Never did Goliath stride into battle with greater confidence than I, looking for a man who, I was told, had had the temerity to write on the margin of my
book: "The child has bgn suckled on poor milk, the strength of his constitution often
sets him right in the result, but he does not understand anything of the principles".
My critic did na spare me but told me to my face that I had put the can before the
hone and thaf Cantillon as founder of ~oliticalscience was an ienoramus. Such
slanderous words led me lo look upon the man who uttered them as a fool, but the
mnsideration that argument
thrives u w n conuadiction induced me to hold my. toneue.
.
I bmke off the discussion and by evening was formnakly in a position to reven to
the question with a calm mind. Then it was that Goliath's head was split open.'

-

-

When Mirabeau wrote these lines he had, as we shaU see, completely altered
his earlier views and was transformed from being an admirer of Cantillon to being
an equally enthusiastic follower of Quesnay, without ever having adequately
understood either one or the other. He managed, in fact, in the continuation of
the passage just quoted to impute to Cantillon the exact opposite of his expressed
views, while Quesnay's assessment of Cantillon-for the context implies that it
was Quesnay--can indeed be explained by the misleading formulation of Cantillon's
views in Mirabeau's book. Apaa from that, the derogatory remark came
undoubtedly not from Quesnay but from Mirabeau himself.6 In any case the record
indicates that it was the book inspired by Cantillon which sparked off Mirabeau's
acquaintance with Quesnay, around which the Physiocmtic school later developed.
However, a year before that discussion, which took place in 1757 about four
months after the appearance of "Ami des Hommes," Quesnay himself had quoted
with approval some passages from Cantillon's Essai, remarking that that author
had properly grasped the basic huths. The occasion was an article entitled "Grains,"
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which Quesnay provided for the first edition of d'Alembert and Diderot's EncycloJ. C. V. de Gournay, who is acclaimed as the other great
pidie Meth~dique.~
Physiocratic figure, published no independent work, but we know that he recommended "above all a thorough reading of Cantillon's Essai, an excellent though
neglected work."1°
In the twenty years from 1756 to 1776, when the Physiocratic school flourished,
we fmd Cantillon mentioned again and again. Turgot linked him with Montesquieu,
Hume, Quesnay, and Gournay as one of the great writers who had surpassed their
predecessor Melon." l 2 The Essai was known to Dupont de Nemours, Morellet,
Mably, Graslin, and Savary.13 l4 As early as 1762 passages from the Essai on
the relationship between gold and silver (pages 371-381) were being quoted in
Johann Philip Graumann's Gesammelre Briefe von dem Gelde.'s James Steuart
quoted from the distorted "Analysis of Trade" of Philip Cantillon.16In his inadequately appreciated "Du Commerce et du Gouvernement," which appeared in the
same year as Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, Condiilac described the Essai in
laudatory tones as one of the best books on the circulation of money which he
had come across and which he had taken as the point of deparhue for his own
analysis." At this point the name of Cantillon disappeared all at once from the
economic literature.18 The later classical writers, for whom it was convenient to
associate the reference in Adam Smith with the inferior English publication of Philip
Cantillon, appear-perhaps with the exception of Malthus-not to have known him.
They would of course, have encountered substantial parts of his work in the pages
of his plagiarizers, whom we shall come to later.
One seeks in vain for Cantillon's name even in Blanqui's history of economic
thought and until 1870 one finds only spasmodic references to him, Ganilh being
a case in point.19 Eugine Daire devoted some scattered footnotes to him in his
edition of the Physiocrates, while Cantillon is once again correctly identified in
Julius Kautz's 1860 account of political economy and its historical development
as a "transitional link between the Mercantilists, the Physiocrats, and the Smithians,
ranked among the actual founders of political economy particularly because of his
originality and independence of comprehension and pre~entation."~~
At this juncture it is well to recall a point that has been lost sight of since the rediscovery
of Cantillon, namely, the fact that Wilhelm Roscher always paid tribute to Cantillon's importance. Relatively few other early authors are as frequently mentioned
in Roscher's "Foundations of Economics," while in his history of political economy
he credits Cantillon's Essai with "containing in essentially perfected form many
of the main traits and most important achievements of the Physi~crats."~'It is
presumably due to Roscher's influence that Fr. von Sivers in his 1874 essay on
"Turgot's Place in the History of Political Economy" offers a detailed appreciation of Cantillon, many of whose pronouncements he quotes with the utmost prai~e.~'
Meanwhile, writing in France four years previously, Leonce de Lavergne, that
fine historian of his country's eighteenth-century economic literature, had indeed
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begun his review of the Physiocratic school by naming Cantillon and Gournay as
its forerunners, saying in particular of Cantillon's Essai that "this book, though
it was barely the size of a duodecimo volume, anticipated all the theories of the
Econ~mistes."~~
Notwithstanding the increasingly frequent references to Cantillon in the 1870's,
the honor of recognizing the true stature of Cantillon and of assuring him his p m p r
place in the history of economic thought must be resewed for W. St. Jevons.
Jevons's essay on "Richard Cantillon and the Nationality of Political Economy,"
published in 1881 in the Contemporary Review, achieved recognition for Cantillon
at least in the English and French-speaking countries, but above all it clarified the
question of authorship and signposted the way for subsequent research concerning
Cantillon.24 Practically everything that we know about Cantillon is due either directly
to Jevons or to the researches of Higgs, which he inspired. Suffice it to recall here
his summing-up of Cantillon's achievement:
The Esmi is far more than a mere essay or even collection of disconnected essays like
those of Hume. It is a systematic and connected treatise, going over in a concise manner
nearly the whole field of economics, with the exception of taxation. It is thus, more
than any other bmk I know, rhejirsr treotix on economies. Sir William Petty's Poliricol
Arithmetic and his Treatise of Tares ond Conrriburions are wonderful h k s in their
way, and at their time, but, compared with Cantillon's Essoi, they are merely collections of casual hints. There were earlier English works of great merit, such as those
of Vaughan, Lmke, Child, Mun, etc., but these were either occasional essays and
pamphlets, or else fragmentary treatises. Cantillon's essay is, more emphatically than
any other single work, "the Cradle of Political Economy.""

Jevon's essay opened the way for a torrent of writing on Cantillon. The Dictionary of National Biography, Palgrave's Dictionary of Political Economy, and
a supplementary volume of Nouveau Dictionaire d Ecoiwmie Politique devoted space
to himz6 ZS In the years with followed, J. K. Ingram, R. Zuckerlandl, and especially
A. Espinas discussed him in their doctrinal hi~tories.'~ In the first edition of
his Principles of Economics, Alfred Marshall made a widely noted remark about
Cantillon to the effect that he "was very acute and in some respects much ahead
of his time. But he seems to me wanting in solidity."" More importance attaches,
indeed, to the researches of Stefan Bauer and especially to those of Henry Higgs,
who, following clues which levons had uncovered but was unable to pursue because
of his sudden death, brought some very interesting facts about Cantillon and his
work to light.)) These appeared in 1891 in the second number of Volume One
of the Economic Journal. 34
Through the initiative of Haward University there appeared in the following year
an additional reprint of the Essai, which, Palgrave's Dictionary tells us, had become
"one of the rarest works of economic literature."35 This edition, not quite a facsimile but as close to the original as could be achieved without creating special
type, has also been out of print for years and it seems that few copies made their
way to Germany.
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The very favorable reaction to and admiration of Cantillon's Essai in England
and France was by no means restricted to the small circle of his discoverers and
biographers, and his status as at least one of the founders of our discipline is beyond
dispute. One could adduce much evidence of this point: suffice it to recall that
H. S. FoxweU associates the main stages in the development of political economy
with Petty, Cantillon, Ricardo, and Jevons, while in recent years E. Caman has
affirmed that levons's enthusiasm for Cantillon was not in the l e a exaggeratedJ6 '7
But even in France Cantillon is scarcely less appreciated, notwithstanding the initial rexnhnent towards him which presumably followed when Jevons, in restoring
him to prominence, advanced England's claim over that of France to being the
home of political economy .I8 Take, for example, the attitude of Ch. Gide. In hi
history of economic doctrine, which he co-authored with Ch. Rist, and which really
begins with the Physiocrats, Gide followed his fleeting reference to Cantillon with
a foomote stating: "Cantillon, who had gone unmentioned for more than a century, has in recent years become very fashionable again, like many other newly
discovered precursors. The influence on the Physiocrats which one ascribes to him
is e~aggerated."~~
However, in a conhibution on French economics to Volume
Two of Palgmve's Dictionmy, Gide explicitly describes Cantillon's Essai as the
first systematic treatment of political economy and adds: "in this work practically
the entire subject matter of modem political economy is dealt with in a very lucid
and definite manner."
In Germany, as we have seen, there were special circumstances which inhibited
an equally rapid acceptance of Cantillon's status. At the time when the rediscovered
Essai was being discussed in England and France, the leading German authority
on French economics of the period in question, A. Oncken, was a particularly keen
admirer of and expert on the Physiocmtic school. Just as a good biographer must
have a somewhat exaggerated liking for his subject, in Oncken's case his attachment to the Physiocrats seems to have entailed a certain bias towards the man who
was represented to him, quite justifiably, as the actual founder of the Physiocratic
doctrine.
For this reason and perhaps arising from his personal view of what constituted
the main tasks of economics, Oncken unhesitantly rejected this claim advanced
on behalf of Cantillon, and when be later wrote his history of economic thought,
a widely read standard German work on economics before Adam Smith, his verdict
on Cantillon was so unfavorable that a serious interest in the laaer may weU have
The relevant passage, which discredited Cantillon
been luled out in Germany .'O
in the eyes of many German readers, is so characteristic of both Oncken's position
and the basic understanding of economics, which led to Cantillon's being ignored
in Germany, that it is worth quoting here. Oncken writes:

"

From all of that il may be concluded that, while both dofvines [those of Cantillon
and the Physioerats respectively] have certain points in wmmon, there is tM much
missing to justify calling Cantillon "the father of F'hysiocracy" and hence the originator
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of economics as a science. The latter claim founden especially by reason of the lack
of a maral philosophical basis, such as suited Quesnay's as well as Smith's system.
Cantillon was an acute thinker and was extraordinarily well educated far his time, but
for all that he was a mere merchant, like N o d , Child, and later Ricardo. He was
not the founder of a science.

In a different context Cantillon might well have been satisfied to be bracketed
in this way with Ricardo, but, given the prevailing attitudes in German economic
circles at the time, the verdict assured his subsequent neglect. Oncken's influence
is reflected most clearly in the remark of a certain Mr. Oberfohren to the effect
that "it is really incomprehensible that such a rather mediocre and incoherent publication could be stamped as one of the most influential pre-Physiocratic works!"42
In such a situation it could not matter much that individual researchers such as
W. Lexis, F. 1. Neumann, and-presumably influenced by the latter-0. von
Zwiediieck-Sudenhorstfully endorsed panicular propositions of C a n t i l l ~ n4s. ~That
~
applies even to J. Schumpeter, who, in his brilliant "Epochen der Dogmen- und
and Methodengeschichte." hit the nail on the head, when he wrote:
Pride of place is reserved, however, for Cantillon, whose Essoi can be looked upon
as the first systematic working of the field of economics. It bean the stamp of the
scientific mind. The individual problems are permeated by unified explanatory principles a d together go to make up a comprehensive analysis of great design. The narmw
confines of earlier trains of thought are bmken down. Rudimentary blunders are avoided,
those arising from deficient skiU in handling twls of analysis just as much as those
resulting from an undue burden of philo~ophy.'~

Nonetheless, it is no exaggeration to say that Cantillon is known only by name
to most German economists today. The astonishment evoked by my desire to bring
out a German edition of his work bears eloquent testimony to this fact.

Concerning the contents of the Essai, not much needs to be said."' For initial
guidance, the three parts into which thebook falls, may he informally entitled "On
Wealth or Production," "On Exchange," and "On International Trade" respectively. Beyond that, and without attempting to offer a coherent summary of
Cantillon's thoughts, one may be permitted to draw the reader's attention to some
characteristics of his method and some particularly noteworthy theories contained
in his treatise.
To begin with, there is the very definite meaning which the author attaches to
the words "nature" and "natural," the former occurring in the title itself. Incidentally, in terms of title and general range of subject matter the treatise has much
in common with other works, that appeared around 1735, such as those of Melon
and D ~ t o t4P. ~In~particula~,Cantillon consistently uses the expression "natural"
in the sense of a cause and effect relationship-in other words, as a scientific causal
explanation-and as such it occurs about thirty times in the Essai. Closely related
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to this is his conscious and unremitting pursuit of "pure theory," of explanation
of relationships divorced from value judgments, which is particularly remarkable
for a writer of his time. For this reason he frequently breaks off a discourse with
the remark that "this is outside my subjectM-for example, when the question
prompts itself as to whether prices could also be influenced by an attempt on the
pan of entrepreneurs to cheat their customers (page 70), or when he eschews discussion of the question as to whether a state is better off with a small but well-nourished
population or with a large but badly-nourished one (page 113). Other instances
are his refusal to enter into motives which could prompt ministers of state to debase
the coinage (page 392) and, very conspicuously, when, adopting a modem attitude
in place of the contemporary one, he considers the practical desirability of certain
taxes beyond his terms of reference (page 210). Indeed, the main reason why Cantillon's Essai influenced only a small, select group may lie in his single-minded
desire to articulate relationships, to add neither reform proposals nor ethical considerations to his framework, but rather to explain soberly and free of all
metaphysical speculation the status quo; added to this was his somewhat cumbersome French.
Within the confines of his theoretical analysis Cantillon wields its most important tool, the method of isolating abstraction, as we would call it today, with true
virtuosity. He displays familiarity with the device of the ceteris paribus clause,
as had indeed some other writers before him, with the device of the "isolated state"
and the progression from monopoly to more complicated cases in explaining price
formation (pages 60-61,59, and 76 and 131 respectively). He repeatedly excludes
the effects of accidental circumstances in order to avoid overcomplicating an already
complex problem (pages 112 and 350).
The best-known feature of the Essai is presumably the sentence with which the
first chapter begins, and in which Cantillon's basic tenet is presented in its most
compressed form, namely, the relationship between wealth, ''which is nothing but
the maintenance, convenience, and supertluities of life," and its twin and equal
sources, land and labor. This entirely psychological concept of wealth, by far the
most important though also most overlooked element in that famous sentence, is
an extraordinary achievement on Cantillon's pan, and it is so decisive for his standpoint that a modem French scholar cannot be considered far wrong when he
describes Cantillon as a precursor of the modem Hed~nists.'~
Without necessarily
being a party to what is, perhaps, a rather daring verdict, one does well to bear
this definition in mind when we read Cantillon's discussion of value and prices.
It is unnecessary to dwell here on the introductory Chapters I1 through VI of
Pan One, which deal with the formation and stratification of human society and
the emergence of private property .51 Attention must be drawn, however, to the
ensuing Chapters VII and VIII, which, together with Chapter XV of part One,
contain Cantillon's exceptionally interesting population and wage theory, which
has provided a specific focus for numerous subsequent studies.sz His population
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theory is of interest not only because, as levons suggested, it anticipates in a nutshell the core of Malthusian population theory, but because the relationship, in
fact, goes deeper than that. The passage in Smith that appears to have triggered
off Malthus's own research interest bears an almost literal similarity to the corresIn thisconnection Higgs reminds us-just
ponding formulation in Cantillon's E~sai.'~
to show how far, with a little imagination, Cantillon's influence can be pursuedthat Malthus in turn inspired the revolutionary work of D a ~ i n . ~ '
Cantillon's wage theory is integrally linked with his theory of value. The latter
is a standard of living theory, which in Nm evolves directly out of the population
theory. That Cantillon devotes so much space to the wage theory reflects his belief
that it holds the key to what Petty looked upon as the most imponant problem of
political arithmetic, namely, the par or equation between labor and land, which
is the foundation of Cantillon's cost theory of value. G.Pirou has summed up his
assessment of this thwry of value as follows:
In Cantillon we are confronted, for the first time in the history of economic doctrine,
with a lucid, coherent, and well-constmcted theory. The extent of its originality and
novelty, compared with earlier theories in general and with Petty's theory in particular,
can best be appreciated in terms of the following three aspects: (I) As regards the problem of wmwl d u e , Cantillon does m t mnfine himself lo casual or occasional remarks:
he puts the question directly and openly and attempts to give a satisfactory answer.
(2) In examining the disturbing facton that prevent the market price fmm agreeing
with the normal value he strives in the most thorough and profound manner to atrach
rigomus scientific meaning to the concepts of supply and demand, and also to bare
the mechanism by which variatiom in he quantity of money affect he price. (3)Finally
and most impomtly, Cantillon relates the two resulting theories to one another in
the mum of elucidating haw, inhibiting factom mhuithstanding, he deviation of market
price from normal value is never very great, thanks to an economic force that tends
incessantly to restore agreement. This viewpoint expressed by Cantillon is all the mare
remarkable because it is entirely devoid of providentialist or teleological wntent. It
is no exaggeration to say that, in this respect. Cantillon is a precursor of the economic
equilibrium theorists."

While endorsing the concluding point of Pirou's remarks as entirely justified,
we would like to add briefly to it for fear of a possible misunderstanding. The
achievement of Cantillon's value and price thwry derives its significance first and
foremost from the fact that, instead of being satisfied to establish some rules and
formulae, say for the "normal" relationship between the value and price of different goods, he consistently attempts to show what forces and pmess are involved,
according as the normal relationship is necessarily restored. Suffice it to refer,
for example, to the process of market price formation, the second chapter of Pan
Two (page 1 5 3 , which is directly reminiscent of the famous horse fair example
of Bohm-Bawerk.
Before we proceed to the subsequent sections of the Essai, it is necessary to
highlight a further point from the first part, which, besides showing us how rigorously scientific Cantilion's conceptual framework was, is particularly noteworthy
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because it is the earliest exposition of a basic economic phenomenon, namely the
role which he ascribes to the entrepreneur (Chap. XIQ." In Cantillon's view, which
is also the modem one, an entrepreneur is anyone who is a risk-beare- and whose
income consists not of ground rent or wages but of profit. Not only in this juxtaposition, but indeed in many other points also, we fmd Cantillon anticipating
a classification of income groups which was later to become conventional. This
is true, for example, of the recurrent distinction, based on English usage, between
the three rents which the leaseholder must generate-the actual ground rent, which
goes to the owner; the wages to wver his own sustenance and that of his laborers;
and his entrepreneurial profit, to which Cantillon adds, as an extra source of income, the interest received on money lent."
The final chapter of Part One, which is devoted to the value of precious metals
and the emergence of winage, forms the basis for his development of the monetary
theory which occupies most of Pan Two and even extends into Pan Three. This
theory constitutes, without doubt, the supreme achievement of a man who was the
greatest pre-classical figure in at least this field and whom the classical writers
themselves in many instances not only failed to surpass but even failed to equal.
In the present context it must suffice to highlight some salient points, a procedure
which is now feasible, thanks to the existence of a detailed assessment in P. Harsin's
fine history of monetary and fmancial doctrine in France from the sixteenth to the
eighteenth century, as well as in other works to which the reader is referred.58
In his monetary theory Cantillon was apparently influenced in many respects by
John Law, whom, however, he never mentions. This is seen clearly in his attitude
toward John Locke, with whom he comes to grips several times and whose conventional theory of the origin of money he rejects in common with Law; likewise
he ex~licitlv
. reiects Locke's argument that the value of ~reciousmetals is determined by social consent. Law, whose importance as a monetary theorist nowadays
tends to be obscured by his errors, none of which Cantillon shares, was, however,
clearly surpassed by the latter. Among the achievements which distinguish Cantillon from other founders of monetary theory, may be counted hi criticism of
Locke's naive quantity theory, in place of which he gives us a detailed account
of the process by which an increase in the quantity of money successively affects
the prices of different goods. This account is found in the magnificent sixth chapter
of Part Two and has been justifiably described by Jevons as one of the most wonderful things in the book. No less remarkable is his account, elaborating on Petty's
approach, of what determines the velocity of circulation of money, "where one
fmds unequivocally stated for the first time that the velocity of circulation of money
is as impoltant as its quantity in determining its value."s9 Equally outstanding are
his description of the functioning of a dual currency, in the context of which he
criticizes the measures taken by Newton at the time of the English coinage reform
in 1717, and fmally his doctrine wnceming exchange rate, which, in Jevons's opinion has never, not even in Goschen's well-known book, been treated with more
perspicuity and scientific accuracy.60

-

-
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The final Wo chapters of Part Two of the Essai also deserve attention, for they
contain a rather well developed theory of interest, one which even Bohm-Bawerk,
remarkably enough, overlooked; here the opinion that money begets interest is
clearly refuted (an achievement for which Hume usually receives credit), and the
effects of a temporary reduction in the rate of interest, brought about by an increase
in the quantity of money, is accurately described. Following upon the discussion
of exchange rates and dual currency, we find, finally, in Part Three a detailed
description of the banking system, in which Cantillon explains, for example, the
special circumstances which cause a banker to hold a cash reserve greater or less
than the usual ten percent of his liabilities. With that we have covered the main
points to which we wished to draw the reader's attention.
There is, however, a fulther point, which deserves to be singled out. In the first
qumer of the Essai Cantillon repeatedly refers (on pages 9, 19, 25, 46, 50, 56
and 59) to an appendix in which are contained calculations, the results of which
he used in the text. This appendix, which allegedly was seen together with the
manuscript, is in none of the published versions and hence is lost. Its loss is regrettable, for it must have contained unique statisticaldata collected by Cantillon himself.
It is, however, probable that Cantillon, having mentioned the appendix only in
the P m One of his Essai, never succeeded in completing it and hence did not publish
the work himself.
Finally, a brief word about Cantillon's place in the history of economic thought.
We are not concerned here with the relatively unimportant question as to whether
Cantillon was primarily a Mercantilist or a Physiocrat; indeed, by almost dominating
the discussion, this question led many writers to miss the real significance of
Cantillon. No reader of the Essai will fail to see that the basic ideas of the Physiocrats
are to be found in Cantillon (see especially pages 9, 29 ff., 37 ff. and 78 ff.),
and Quesnay himself has testified that he drew hi inspiration mainly from Cantillon. Anyone interested in the relationship between Cantillon's views and those
of the Physiocrats and the Mercantilists will h d a detailed comparison in the already
frequently quoted book by Legrand.6zLooking at it from a different point of view,
it seems to me that Cantillon's importance derives directly from the fact that he
stood apart from the schools. Like Petty before him, this gifted independent
observer, enjoying an unsurpassed vantage point in the midst of the action, coordinated what he saw with the eyes of the born theoretician and was the first person
who succeeded in penetrating and presenting to us almost the entire field which
we now call economics.
Accordingly, Cantillon represents in my view one of the important stages, and
in many respects perhaps even the primary stage, in the straight developmental
path of knowledge, from whiih the disciples of the "schools" have always deviated
in one way or the other. The Physiocrats and, like them, at least some of the later
classical writers, were thus hindering rather than promoting progress, while the
great strides were always made outside the schools and mostly in opposition to
them. In terms of really original insights of permanent value to our discipline,
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Cantillon offers us more than any other author writing before 1776, the year in
which the works of Smith and Condillac appeared, and hence more than the
Physiocrats, even though their presentation of the circular flow-which one could
validly describe as a systemization of Cantillon's ideas-had greater visual impact
and proved more influential for the time being. Whether one therefore calls Cantillon the founder of economic science or not, is a matter of little consequence.
Determining the point of origin of a science always involves a high degree of arbitrary choice. The fact that we must rank him as one of the great scholars of our
discipline will hopefully not be doubted by any reader of the Essai. The actual
extent of his influence on the development of economic science is, of course, another
question and one which is extremely difficult to answer. Before attempting to do
so, let us record the little that is known of Cantillon's life and the history of his
manuscript from the time of his death until its publication.

In
Knowing so little of the circumstances of Cantillon's life is by no means our
greatest difficulty in seeking to convey what kind of person he was. Far more
annoying is the fact that a large part of the traditional information concerning him
can be shown to be unfounded. Hence, almost every literary effort devoted to him
has proved ill-fated. Even othenvise scmpulously meticulous writers, when they
came to write about Cantillon, were led into error and mis-statement. There was
scarcely any aspect left for which several mutually exclusive claims did not prevaiL6'
Higgs is the only really trustworthy source, and even the earlier accounts are
dependable only so far as that they were endorsed by him. The fact that Cantillon's
life, in spite of this, is still largely cloaked in darkness may be attributable partly
to the not unusual propensity of people in his profession to shun the glare of publicity. Nevertheless, what we do know about Cantillon gives us a starting point,
no matter how strange it is that Higgs, having searched through hundreds of
contemporary memoirs and diaries, had to report that he could not fmd a single
mention of Cantillon's name and that none of the writers who followed Higgs'
lead in taking up the case of Cantillon succeeded in adding anything to our
knowledge of his life.6' Indeed, P. Harsin, one of the fmest experts on French
financial history of that period, has only recently expressed his astonishment that
the French sources have nothing further to ~ontribute.6~
It is scarcely necessary,
therefore, to say that what follows is essentially a summary of already known facts.66
A detailed account of the milieu in which Cantillon lived would, unfortunately,
be out of place in the present context. A number of references to particularly informative and little-known works on the subject are given in the accompanying note.67
The circumstances we have referred to serve also to justify the form which our
account takes, for its purpose, in bringing together methodically the most important available information, is to offer a basis for further research.
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Our earliest account of the book occua in the well-known literary correspondence
which Baron Friedrich Melchoir van Grimm, together with Didemt and others,
conducted with princely houses in Germany and which was published a great many
years later. G r i m wrote on July 1, 1755:
A month ago appeared a new work on Commerce entitled Essai sur lo Nmre du Commerce en g i n i d in a fairly large d u d e c h o volume. This bmk has not been vanslated
from the English, as is stated with design upon the title page. It is a work originally
m m s e d in French bv an Endishman,
M. & Cantillon, a man of condition, who hished
his days in Languedoc, where he had retired and had lived many yean."

G r i m then gives a detailed account of the contents, which in modem print,
amounts to almost six pages. In his next letter, fourteendays later, Grimm augments
his report as fouows:
M , de Cantillon, of whom I had the honor to speak to you in my last letter, mentions
several times in his work on the nalure of commerce another work, which he regards
as supplementing the former and which contains, in panicular, various ingenious and
interesting calculations. This latter work, one is assured, has been lost and all efforts
lo recover it have proved unsuccessful. The admiralion, which the first volume deserver,
can serve only to increase our regret at the loss of the second.

A further fourteen days later, on August 1, Grimm finds it necessary to correct
his account of Cantillon's person:
1 was ill-informed concerning the person of M. de Cantillon, when I had the honor
to write to you of his excellent work on Commerce. Cantillon, an Englishman and
a man of intellect, as, indeed, his bmk proves h i to be, established a bank in the
time of the Regency, in Paris, where he had immense credit. In the early days of the
system, Law summoned h i to his presence and said to him: "If we were in England,
we would have t negotiate with one another and come lo some arrangement; in France,
vou know. I can sav, to vou that v w will soend the nieht in the Bastille
however.. as ,
if you don't give me your word hat you wiU have left the Ktagdom within twice twentyfour hours." Cantillon thought
for a moment and then redied: "Verv well, I shall
"
not go but shall help y w r system to success." Accordingly, he look a large amount
of the .vaver. which he immediatelv
. brokers, and thus
. .laced with all the exchange
floated the loan. A few days later he set offfor Holland with several millions. Same
people assert that he was in good standing with the Princcsse d'Auvergne. It is commonly said that he perished in a fire in his house in London in 1733. 'l%e fact is that
the fire was extineuished
easily enough
. and that they found Cantillon stabbed. The
fire appears to have been raised to conceal the crime, and this affair gave rise to many
rumors at the time.

.

.

This can be supplemented by the second contemporary account of the publication of the book, which is contained in the 1755 volume of Fr6ron's Annie litt e r ~ i r e .In~ ~the third letter, dated August 4, 1755, of Volume Five, the detailed
account of the book begins, just as in G r i m ' s case, with the statement that the
Essai was not really a translation:
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It was written in French, and it is the English themselves who have translated it into
their language fmm the original of M. de Cantillon. He was an Irishman who was
for many years a Banker in Paris and died tragically in a fire here. A man of great
intellect, he associated with people of the highest social standing and was a special
friend of Lord Bolingbmke. It is not known through whom or how the manuscript
came to be published or why its publication was delayed for hventy years. Neither
is it known why the mlculations, which several persons claim to have seen in manuscript
form, were suppressed at the time of printing.

Freron also had to correct his account of Cantillon. When the list of contents
of the volume in question was being drawn up and the book of the late "fameux
banquier" was being referred to, a note was appended to the effect that
it was incorrect to state that he died in a fire in Paris.He had returned to his native
England in 1733 or 1734. Shortly afterwards he was mbbed by a man-servant, who,
to cover up his deed, set the house on fire. The latter was discovered, arrested and
executed in London. M. Cantillon had married his daughter to my Lord Bulkeley,
Lieutenant-General in the French Service, Chevalier des Ordres du Roi, brother of
Madame la Marcchale de Bewick. Madame Bulkeley died at Paris six or seven years
ago.

These partly contradictory statements, the corrected versions of which were
themselves inaccurate, comprised practically our entire knowledge of Cantillon up
to the time of Higgs's research. Even the two great French biographical dictionaries,
the Biographie Universelle and the Nouvelle Biographie Generale simply reproduce
these statement^.'^ A reader conversant with the gossip of the time might have
recalled a passage in the letters of Horace Walpole in which, under the date April
25, 1743, we read:
Lord Slafford is mme over fo marry Miss Cantillon, a vast famne, of his own religion.
She is the daughter of Cantillon, who was robbed and murdered by his c m k some
yean ago, on which occasion the latter burned the house down. She is as ugly as he;
but when she mmes m Paris and wean a great deal of muge, and has a sepalate apanment, who knows but she may be a beauty."

In a footnote the editor of the letters comments that Cantillon was a Parisian
wine merchant and banker, who was involved in the Mississippi company with
Law and who later brought his riches to England and settled down there. In May
1734 (on May 14, to be exact) a number of his servants, led by the cook, plotted
to murder h i , knowing that he had substantial sums of money in the house. Having
killed him, they set the house on fire, but the flames were easily extinguished and
the stabbed body found. The cook fled by sea, while three of his accomplices were
charged with murder but later acquitted. This account was apparently taken from
contemporary weekly newspapers, as levons, who later tracked them down, was
able to confirm.72 The marriage mentioned by Walpole is recorded in the
genealogical reference books, which tell us that on July 8 or 26, 1743, Henrietta,
the daughter of Richard (or Philip) Cantillon, a Parisian banker, married William
Mathias, Earl of Stafford, and, following his premature death seven years later,
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she married Robert (Maxwell), Baron (later Earl of) Famham, on October 11,
1759, but died on August 30, 1761, at the age of 34 years7'
The third contempomy account of Cantillon consists in the already quoted
remarks of the elder Mirabeau in his famous L'Ami des Hommes, published in
1757, two years after the Essai appeared, and-as it later turned out-far more
closely related to the latter work than Mirabeau himself would have led one to
believe. In the very preface, Mirabeau refers to Cantillon's Essai, without naming
it explicitly. With a view to excusing the rather unsystematic construction of his
book, Mirabeau mentions a change of plan which had become necessary in the
course of the work:
I began it in the form of a free commentary on an outstanding work which I possessed
in manuscript farm and intended to publish. Publication took place, however, before
I had commenced the third section; this made me decide to alter the form of my pmien and to publish under my own name the ratfeted and hitheno abandoned fragments
.
which I had committed to paper."

Subsequent remarks by Mirabeau in the course of his text indicate that it was
Cantillon's Essai to which he had referred. Having quoted from Chapter XV of
Part One of the Essai, be continues:
These words are taken from Cantillon's work, printed last year. He was uncontestedly
the mast competent man ever known in this field. His opus, which became submerged
in the deluge of similar works brought on by present-day fashion, is but one-hundredth
pan of the entire work of that brilliant man which perished with him in a most extraordinary and tragic disaster. The opus is itself truncated, since the appendix, to which
the author frequently referred and which contained all his calculations, is missing. He
had translated the firs1 pan himself for the benefit of one of his friends, and on the
basis of this manuscript it was printed more than twenty years after the death of the
author.
He develops his basic principle b~a series of chains of reasoning, so well interlocked
as to prove inescapable. They should be lwked at by those who dispute his principles.
I would have had to repeat them in h l l or in part; but, on the one hand, 1 am not
disposed to plagiarize, while, on the other, everything in the work is so interrelated,
that no thought can be plucked out singly. At the same time, the apathy which led
to such a peerless work being lost in the crowd may undoubtedly be attributed to its
aridity as a piece of reading."

Mirabeau's protest that be was not disposed to plagiarize Cantillon was, indeed,
not unwarranted. It would undoubtedly appear that at least the legal owners of
Cantillon's manuscript at the time had reason to fear that this was precisely his
intention. As is clear from his letter to Rousseau, which we quoted, Mirabeau had
the manuscript in his possession for no less than sixteen years. When Alfred Stem,
in his Das Leben Mirabeaus, drew attention to this point, he prompted Stefan Bauer,
in the first instance, to enquire about Mirabueau's manuscripts in the National
Archives in Paris, where he found in due course what he believed to be a copy
of the manuscript of the Essai.'6 77 It was only when Henry Higgs carefully
scrutinized the manuscripts ascribed to Cantillon that they proved to be not a true
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copy but rather an abbreviated version of the Essai.18 It contained several alterations, which were apparently calculated to hoodwink the reader as to the true authorship of the work, but it also carried a preface, from the title of which it appears
to have been addressed to the Duke of Noailles and which, in Higgs's opinion,
reflected all the characteristics of Mirabeau's style. From the complete version
published by Higgs, we reproduce here the following passage in which Mirabeau
presents what purports be his own work, in terms which bear a strong resemblance
to those he used in respect of Cantillon in his Ami des H o m e s and which we
already quoted:
Kindly forgive the arid style of the Essai; convinced that, in treating of this subject,
one can scarcely go far enough in suppressing one's imagination so as to proceed step
by step, and at the same time lacking confidence in my ability to act accordingly, I
went to the opposite extreme. May 1 add that this is but a shon excerpt fmm a longer
and complete treatise, but, having jettisoned the greater pan in order to get finished,
I have dismpted the continuity of the work. However, it had to be brief, and if there
is any point, which you would wish to punue in detail, you know the author.

In the text of the Essai that followed, the passages which were altered or dropped
were predominantly those which would have betrayed an expert knowledge not
to be expected from Mirabeau, while occasionally, as if to allay suspicion, some
hint is given as to how the author acquired his information. The extent, if any,
to which Mirabeau made use of this revised text is not known. That his motives,
as Higgs suggests, were dishonorable can scarcely be doubted.
The second manuscript is perhaps more interesting. It is a closer copy of the
first half of the Essai (extending to the beginning of Chapter VI in Pan Two),
which was written down apparently by one of Mirabeau's secretaries. A running
commentary in the form of marginal notes, added by Mirabeau himself in the first
pan of this manuscript, evolved in time into the Ami des Hommes. After the appeal
to Epicureans, which prefaces this work, and attached to which is the veiled
reference to the manuscript of Cantillon's Essai, we now encounter some words
in recognition and appreciation of the latter, in which, quite remarkably, the original
reference to "M. Cantillon" is deleted and simply "cet h o m e " left standing.
The following is a translation of part of this extensive passage, which Higgs printed
in full:
It is now time to do justice to one who deserves it. Among the many works on industry and trade, which appeared in recent times, and many of which I have read with
satisfaction, I sensed, though they cantlined many useful notions, a lack of precision
of principle. At last there fell into my hands a rare manuscript, the only relic of the
immense works of one of the ablest men Europe has ever produced. I should have
named this man with pleasure [originally: 'This man is M. Cantillon'] and my debt
to him is such, that I feel obliged to render him the service of handing down to posterity
his name and some account of his industrious life, such, at any rate, as would bestow
upan his work the authenticity which il deserves. However, a reading of his work suffices
far that purpose. To pursue the other points would, 1 am assured, annoy his family.
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Purely on the basis of this allegation, without investigating it and independently of
ib m t h or otherwise, I shall desist. Even though I should I h i i less of those who would
take offense, for me the very possibility of offending someone was enough to restrain
my pen, a sacred instrument in honest hands, but a poisoned dagger in the hands of
one with deranged mind or c o m p t heart.
Hence, 1 say simply that it is the work of one of the leading men of genius in trade
in this centuty. Excessively active, his profound erudition embraced everything bearing on the subject. He foresaw the complete course of the famous system of Mr. Law,
and, compelled by circumstances to take part in it, he quitted the theatre of this
astonishing revolution, leaving his correspondent with orders in advance as to the different stages of the cycle which the catastrophe would run. This fact is not lightly stated.
Its details have come out before one of the leading tribunals of Eumpe. Men like him
knew haw to keep clear ofthe crash ofthis colossal and frail edifice and to make good
pickings from its ruins. It was easy for him to profit from the financial crisis which
bmke out almost simultaneously in nearly the whole of Europe, in Venice, Amsterdam
and England. But, a genius at hean as well as in mind, he always looked upon gold
as a slave and made wealth subservient to his tastes and curiosity, without thinking
of acquiring it till there came to him some new fancy or some w a s i o n to follow his
leaning to generosity. Given over to occasional passions like all ardent souls, his chief
were always independence and liberty. Cosmopolitan, or rather equally a citizen
evetywhere, he had houses in seven of the principal cities of Europe and the least
lolowledge to acquire or calculation to verify made him cross the Continent from one
end to xw1hr.r One of h a I r m a \ told m. that he fmnd h m one Jay at h m c in Pnrh
tn his drewng
ullh Ln) on hh de&. "I ;in)wme",
.ewvn
.
. . hz \ & I . "tcr make 2 Ilttlr.
trip. There has always been a blunder as to the value of the coins with which the Romans
ransomed their city from the Gauls. No matter whether the o~inionis true or false,
the interpreten are asses, and I am going to get some definite views on the matter.
One of these coins is in the collection of the Grand Duke and I am going to verify
its weight and alloy". At this moment the horses arrived and hetmk leave of my friend
to get into the coach. In these voyages he made certain of everything, got out of the
carriage to question a labourer in the field, judged the quality of the soil, tasted it.
drew up his notes, and anaccountant whom he always took with him put them in order
when they stopped for the night. A mass of precious manuscripts perished with him
by a remarkable and deplorable catastrophe, This surviving sketch can only serve to
increase our regret about the rest. This fragment came into my hands by a kind of
theft subsequently announced by the person for whom the translation was made.'s

Mirabeau then goes on to say that he hesitated to publish the work because it
lacked the supplement and, in addition, because "the author" (originally: "M.
Cantillon") had first written it in his native language and then translated it, without
exercising particular care, for the use of a friend, with the result that it was rather
cumbersome in its phrasing. He had originally planned to revise the text but had
to come to the conclusion that it is impossible "to lay a hand on the works of great
men, when one is not at least on a par with them." Rather than confine himself
to commenting on the text, he had subsumed it into his own work and, in doing
so, altered the title, since there was already a surfeit of "Essais sur la commerce."
As the quotation from the preface to Ami des Hommes showed, Mirabeau's plan
was fmstrated, even before he had completed his task, by the prior publication
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of the Essai by others. Even so, when Ami des Hommes finally appeared, purpoaing to be a completely independent work, it bore many traces of Cantillon's influence
and Higgs tells us that the unpublished manuscripts contain further evidence of
this influen~e.~"
Miabeau was not the only person, however, who attempted to use the manuscript
before the Essai was published. As Jevons pointed out, two English authors, M.
Postlethwayt and the established monetary theorist J. Harris both unscrupulously
plagiarized Cantillon following the appearance of the French e d i t i ~ n . ~ ' A few
years later E. Caman discovered that the same Postlethwayt had as early as 1751,
that is four years before the publication of the Essai, transcribed long passages
from it verbatim in the fust volume of his Universal Dictionary of Trade and Comm e r ~ e . ~85' In fact, a pmspeCtus relating to the same Dictionary, which preceded
it by two years, contains passages which are unequivocally taken from Cantillon's
Essai.06 We cannot say with certainty whether Postlethwayt had in hand the French
translation or indeed the original English manuscript, which contemporaries assumed
had perished with Cantillon. It was probably the latter, because, in the first place,
it is known that the French manuscript was for many years in Mirabeau's possession; secondly, certain errors in the French text do not occur here; and, finally,
because the "papers of a most gifted, deceased gentleman," fmm which Philip
Cantillon's already mentioned "Analysis of Trade" was admittedly derived, can
scarcely be anything else but the original English manuscript of the Essai, still
in existence in 1759.87
In addition to those persons for whom firm evidence exists, there were pmbably
many more who knew the manuscript of the Essai, of which presumably several
copies were available. This is supported at least by the statement of Friron concerning a number of persons who c l a i i to have seen the appendix. It is only
on the basis of what little we know about the circle in which Cantillon moved,
that we can hazard a wild guess as to what subsequently became of the manuscript.

N
We know as little about Cantillon's origins and person as we do about the fate
of his writings. It is true that Jevons found the already cited accounts of his family
in genealogical publications. However, on closer inspection their content3 prove
to he so much in conflict with established facts about Cantillon that it would he
better to forego using them at all. The only thing certain is that the Cantillons were
settled in Ireland for centuries and that several members of the family emigrated
to France, at the latest in the company of James II, when, towards the end of the
seventeenth century, the Sh~answere driven out of England. One Richard Cantillon,
clearly not the economist but rather, according to the unreliable genealogy, his
cousin, a wounded veteran of the Battle of the Boyne between the followers of
lames 11 and those of William of Orange in 1690, was established by at least 1705
as a hanker in Paris and as such was a confidant of the large gmup of English
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Catholics who gathered there round the son of James 11, the "Old Pretender."
Details of various business deals of this Richard Cantillon have been recounted
by Higgs, in patiicular a not unpmblematic case of a lottery run for the benefit
of the emigrant Benedictines from Ireland.88
The first reference to our own Richard Cantillon followed upon the death of
his cousin on August 5, 1717. The latter had contracted debts far in excess of his
assets, so that some of his creditors had to be satistied, at first with twenty-five
percent of their claims. But in March 1720 "M. Cantillon, who in the lifetime
of the chevalier Cantillon was known by the name of Richard Cantillon junior,
graciously offered to pay aU the creditors of the deceased the three-fourths which
were wanting to their satisfaction in fuU, though he was himself one of the creditors
for a large amount; . . . and carried his offer out . . . being impelled thereto by
no reason known to us beyond that of doing honour to a person whose name he
b0re."~9 There are, however, some gmunds for considering it likely that even prior
to 1717 the real owner of the bank was not the invalid veteran but rather our own
Richard Cantillon. We have the latter's testimony of 1719that he had been engaged
in banking in Paris for quite a number of years, while another source states that
he set up business as a banker there in 1716. Now it is impmbable that two firms
of the same name would exist without there being any distinction drawn between
them in these sources. In addition, as we shall see, Cantillon later set up a relative
of the same name as a straw man in a firm which belonged entirely to him. It
is certain, at any rate, that the Cantillon banking company's contacts with its clientele
were kept intact after the death of the elder Richard Cantillon.
As early as 1715 the banker Cantillon in Paris, without being more specifically
identified, was said to be the banker with whom the English there had been dealing for years. The number of English people who resided in Paris at that time was
exceptionally large. The majority of them were Catholic emigrants, many of them,
like Cantillon, being Irish. Some had been driven out with the Stuarts, others had
come to Paris on their own. With some of the most famous of them, such as the
statesman and philosopher Henry St. John Boligbmke (1678-1751), who had also
joined the "Old Pretender," and James Fitzjames, natural son of James II, Duke
of Berwick and Marshall of the French Army, Cantillon was intimately connected.
In Bolingbroke's published correspondence we find confirmation of the contact
already referred to in Fkmn's account." In the case of Marshall Berwick, Cantillon
was distantly related to him by marriage. Cantillon married, apparently in London, in 1722 (the deeds of marriage there are dated Febmary 16,1722) Mary Anne
Mahony, the daughter of Daniel Mahony (or O'Mahony, which led the French
to write Ommani), a rich Irish merchant from Paris, from his marriage with the
widowed Lady Clare, nie Charlotte Bulkeley.91 Her sister, Anne Bulkeley, was
the wife of Marshall Berwick, while her brother, Francois Bulkeley, in either 1736
or 1737, following Cantillon's death, married the latter's widow, who was his own
niece.91
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These family relationships are of particular importance because both Berwick
and Bulkeley had been close friends of Montesquieu since 1717 (or, in the latter
case, at least since 1723) and accordingly it is at least very probable that Cantillon
also knew Montesquieu. But even if Montesquieu did not know Cantillon personally,
it can scarcely be doubted that he was aware of the manuscript left by the latter,
since, as various letters show, he was on most friendly terms with Cantillon's widow
between 1736 and the time of her death in 1749 or 1750, she then being the wife
of B ~ l k e l e y .At
~ ~this juncture it may be said that it was quite likely Francois
Bulkeley who published Cantillon's Essai. He would have waited until after the
death of his wife because of the family consideration touched upon by Mirabeau,
while his own death shortly afterwards (January 14, 1756) would explain why his
contemporaries never found out who saw the work through the press.
It is only in respect of the post-1720 period that we know somewhat more about
Cantillon, who spent these years partly in London, having withdrawn there from
Paris, and partly in travel. This information is based on the court cases, to which
Mirabeau alluded, and their files which were tracked down by Higgs, following
a clue from J e ~ o n s It. ~emerges
~
that Cantillon, at the beginning of 1720, changed
his Paris bank into a l i t e d partnership under the name of "Cantillon and Hughes,"
the Cantillon is question being not our author but a four-year-old nephew, the other
partner being a certain John Hughes. Cantillon himself was the partner of limited
liability; he supplied the entire capital and was entitled to two-thirds of the profits,
the other third going to Hughes, more or less in his capacity as manager. The nephew
was not entitled to anything. Shortly afterwards-at the peak of the Mississippi
speculation-the firm engaged in those transactions which ended in the court cases.
It advanced about £40,000 to a series of people, mostly English nobility, to finance
the purchase of Mississippi shares, the price of which these people expected to
rise. Cantillon, who foresaw the immiient collapse of Law's system, directed
Hughes to sell immediately the shares which had been pledged, invest the proceeds in sterling claims and hold only such quantity of shares as he could be called
upon to hand over on demand. Cantillon adopted the standpoint, as he later explained, that the shares had not been lodged by serial number with him and were
not a deposit in the strict sense but rather an undifferentiated lodgment and hence
that no client had a claim to specific shares. This action yielded an extraordinary
profit for the firm, as the shares which it disposed of at high prices could be
replenished after the price collapse and the funds involved, instead of beiig tied
up, could meanwhile attract substantial interest in perfectly safe sterling deposits.
Cantillon, who had made some of the advances personally, now pressed the
speculators, who had suffered heavy losses, for repayment of the loans and he
ultimately applied for a court order against them. The borrowers, in turn, insisted
that the profits made by Cantillon and his firm be offset in their favor. They sued
Cantillon for fraud and usury in the courts of Paris and London, holding Cantillon
personally responsible for the conduct of the affair on the evidence of letters they
produced between him and his firm. After Hughes had died in 1723 and Cantillon
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liquidated the firm, Hughes's widow joined the opposition and backed her claims
with the argument that Hughes had been not merely in name but also in fact a
joint owner and as such was entitled to his share in the proceeds of the liquidation.
It was some years before Cantillon could emerge victorious from the greater part
of this litigation; one case indeed was still unresolved at the time of his death in
1734. Extensive documentation of these legal proceedings has been preserved, in
particular letters from Cantillon to Hughes and to his attorney, which Higgs
unearthed in the London Public Records Office and in the Bibliothkue Nationale
in Paris. It is likely that even more have escaped detection through lack of adequate archival ~ataloging.~'
The available documents, in conjunction with many
of the biographical sources already mentioned show that, having lei? Paris in 1720,
not to return for almost six years, Cantillon lived first in Amsterdam, then for
several years in his home in London, but that he nevertheless travelled frequently
on the continent. Thus, he declared in court in the spring of 1724 that he proposed
to make a business trip with his wife to Naples and other Italian cities, but that
one way or another he would return to London "where he had his house and family
and, in the vicinity, his son who must have died young beiig cared for by a nurse."
In 1726 he did in fact set off on his travels with his wife; he wrote in April from
Nampon near Abbeville, in May from Paris, in June from Rotterdam, and in
December fmm Brussels and Cologne. It appears to have been similar in the following year; in April and May he wrote from Verona, apparently having visited Genoa
in between, and then felt compelled by reports of the court case in Paris to return
to that city. Between 1729 and 1733 he was frequently in Paris, in 1733 in Utrecht
and Brussels, and in 1734 back in London, where he met his violent end, of which
we already spoke. Higgs's account runs as follows:
On Monday, May 14, 1734, Richard Cantillon was driving about London to his hiend
Garvan in the Middle Temple, and to a house at Queen Square, Westminster, where
he supped, and was set down at his door at ten at night. According to the evidence
of a servant the next day, "for about three weeks last past his Master had taken the
key of the Sweet-Dmr up into his Bed-Chamber; and (the Examinent) believes his
reason for so doing was upon some Distaste he tmk to a servant discharg'd three weeks
ago; but that last night he lefi the key, together with his Watch, below in the Parlour;
and believes it was on account of this Examinant's being [ordered] to go early in the
morning to take a Box for him in the Opera; because that he gave him Directions for
that purpose . . . his Master last night . . . undrest himself in the Parlour as usual,
took his Candle and Bmk, and went up to Bed soon afier; and told this Examinant
he would read. p h i s , it seems, was his usual practice.]
It war at first supposed that Cantillon fell asleep with his candle burning, and set
fire to the house by accident. But facts soon transpired which lefi little doubt that the
dismissed servant, Joseph Denier, nlios Le Blanc, entered the house in the night with
the complicity of the other servanu (three men and twomaids), and, having murdered
and robbed his former master, set fire to the house.

To his wife and daughter, who were living in Paris, Cantillon bequeathed a considerable fortune, as one could hardly otherwise expect of a man who, according to
his cashier, had within a short time drawn two and a half million (Livres Tour-
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nois?) out of his business. A rough inventory, which he sketched out shortly before
his death, shows cash in banks in London, Amsterdam, Vienna, Cadi, and Brussels,
land and houses in England, Paris, Asni&res, and Louisiana, as well as various
annuities and claims. While trade claimed some of his attention in earlier years,
he seems to have devoted himself predominantly to it in the latter yean; we find
him described occasionally as a siUc or wine merchant and know that he took an
interest in copper also. It is true that a servant once described him as a tyrant but,
generally speaking, he was greatly trusted and was well liked by his friends. He
was noted for his great candor and this brought h i into conflict with Law, who
took offence at his spontaneous criticism. His letters, in Higgs's opinion, show
"Cantillon to have been a person of extreme ability and very great energy"; their
"writer was possessed of great clearness and grasp, quick to penetrate ambiguity
or weakness of argument, able at combination and calculation, and so thorough
a master of the foreign exchanges that his speculationsexhibit a scientific prevision
amounting almost to certainty." Apan from the letters there exists a memorandum
(which we can at least with considerable certainty ascribe to Cantillon) printed with
the file of the Paris law suit, in which he elucidates for the benefit of his attorney
the distinction between usury and a profit made by foreign exchanges at current
market rates; this resembles the corresponding passage in the Essai and apart from
the other authors he mentions Dupuy and Savary in it.%

While the magnitude of his scientific accomplishment can scarcely be disputed,
it is extraordinarily difficult to assess his actual influence on the development of
economic thought. One may deduce from the various instances of either prepublication or post-publication though unacknowledged utilization of the Essai that
many other writers knew him and drew upon his work. The exceedingly rich
literature from the mideighteenth century has scarcely been investigated with this
in mind. The time and milieu in which Cantillon wrote favored to an exceptional
degree a reverberating impact even where personal communication was involved,
for it was this same Anglo-French society of the second quarter of the century
which, staning out hom an intellectual revolution, paved the way for the political
revolution and the upswing of the political sciences. Not only Montesquieu but
also Voltaire and Rousseau were in England at this time, in close contact with those
circles in which Cantillon moved. In the same way David Hume and Adam Smith
found decisive stimulation in France. As we said, Smith was acquainted with Cantillon. Whether the same can he said of Hume is a more difficult and no less tantalizing question, for his Political Discourses, which embody hi economic treatises,
appeared three years before Cantillon's Essai. From a comparison of Hume's
monetary theory with that of Cantillon one gets the inescapable impression that
Hume must in fact have known Cantill~n.~'
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It may be recalled that pan of the relevant passages from Cantillon appeared
in Postlethwayt's Dictionary in 1751, that is a year before the publication of Hume's
work, and the acquaintance may have originated there. However, the similarities
are by no means confmed to the passages reproduced by Postlethwayt. There are
several instances such as Hume's h e a m n t of the effects of an increase in the money
supply or his refutation of the notion that such an increase could induce a faU in
the interest rate: these amount to a superficial resemblance which, however, loses
force once it is realized that Hume is no match for Cantillon in profundity of
insight.98Hume would have had adequate opportunity to become acquainted with
the Essai manuscript, for he spent the greater part of three years in France after
1734 and in later years-beginning especially with Montesquieu in 1749-he corresponded regularly with French scholars. This surmise is strengthened considerably
when one encounters in H u m ' s economics notes, which date predominantly from
1740141, the observation that a pound of steel, when processed, can have a value
o f f 10,000, which clearly reminds one of Cantillon's example of the watch spring.99
If, in addition to Smith and Hume, perhaps even Malthus had known and borrowed from Cantillon-for there are several instances in his essay on the principles
of population where this seems likely-this would suffice to establish a persistent
influence on all subsequent e~nomists"'~.
In addition to our earlier evidence of the efficacy of Cantillon's treatise in France,
it is perhaps worth noting that the year of its publication, 1755, was consistently
identified by contemporary writers as the year in which the new school of economics
emerged. Germain Gamier, the first proponent of the abstinence theory, drew
extensively but without acknowledgment on Cantillon's ideas in writing his 'Abrigi
&nentaire des p ~ c i p e de
s I'konomie politique' (Paris 17%) and sought to reconcile them with the views of Smith, whom he had translated into French, and of
the Physiocrat~.'~'
lo"t
times Gamier borrowed not only Cantillon's examples
but even reproduced his argument verbatim.'03
Cantillon tended to be forgolten in F N ~ once
c ~ J. B. Say led the way in ignoring
all writers before Adam Smith. The Essai seems, however, to have been read to
some extent in Germany and Italy also. The influence of the Italian translation of
the Essai shows up at least in G. Filangieri, while in Germany not only Graumann,
to whom we already referred, but also the "German Physiocrat" Jakob Mauvillon,
whose father brought out an edition of the Essai, must have known Cantillon.Io4
Firm evidence exists in the case of von Pfeifer, who, without naming Cantillon
but clearly referring to him, said that "the Physiocratic system had been produced
in England, propagated in France and finally transmitted to Germany".'os G. A.
Will, having quoted this remark of von Pfeifer's in his "Versuch iiber die
Physiokratie" (1782), added in turn that "it is indeed correct that, among others,
the English writer Cantillon, in his delightful study on commerce, delineated many
years ago the theory of the Physiocrats concerning the nature of the state in terms
of the underlying principles and main concl~sions."'~~
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NOTES
I. The author is greatly indebted to Pmfessar Henry Higgs, Landon, Pmfessor Dr. Fritz Karl
Mann, Cologne, and Sektionsrat Dr. Ewald Schams. Vienna, who read the manuscript of this
Introduction and by their generous comments helped to eliminate some faults and fill numerous
gaps.
2. Adam Smith, 7he Wealth ofNotions (London: Cannan, I904 and later), vol. 1, p. 70.
3 . The French vanslation of Tucker's "Reflections m the E d i e n c v of a Law for the Namralisation
of Foreign Protestants" which Turgat, pmbably on the suggestion ofGoumay, undertook, bears
the same fictitious designation of place of printing. The translation, entitled "Questions importantes sur le Commerce." and the original text were presumably printed in Paris. A London
bookseller named Fletcher Gyles had, by 1755, long since ceased to exist.
4 . The fact that this edition appeared in various guises is presumably attributable to the enterprise
it would amear
of a bookseller, who was anxious to oromote sales bv alterine" the title oaee:
.
..
to be dated variously 1755 and 1761'.
5. SaggL? Sulfa N m m de Commercio, Autore Inglese, with a Preface by F. Smttoni (Venice, 1767).
6 . The first edition of this work, although dated 1756 on the title page, did not actually appear
until 1757. See G. Weulersse, Les Manusc"t3 ~conomiquesde Froncois Quesnay et du Marquis de Mimbeau ow; Archives Nationales (Paris, 1910). p. 19 ff.
7. See "J. J. Rousseau, res Amis et ses Enemis. Correspondence publick par M. G. StreckeisenMoultou", with an Introduction by I. Levallais (Paris, 1865). vol. 11, p. 265 f f A mare extensive passage is to be found in Oeuvres iconconomiques et philosophiques de F. Quesnay, ed. A.
Oncken, (Frankfun and Paris, 18881, p. 4 ff and a German version in A. Oncken, "Entstehung
und Werden der physiockratischen Theorie," in Vieneljahrsschnft fiir Sroats-und Volkswinschaft, ed. K . Frankenstein, vol. 5 (Leiprig, 1895). pp. 275 ff., as well as in the same author's
"Geschichte der National6konamie." Entel Teil (Leipzig, 1902 and later), pp. 318 ff. A practically identical account of the mnversation taken, however, fmm a different letter which Mirabeau
wmte towards the end of the 1770% is contained in the first-mentioned article by Oncken; it
was taken from the well-known work of L. de Lomiere, Les Mirnbeau, nouvdles etudes 5ur
lo societe froncoire ou XVllle Siecle (Paris. 1879). 2: 170 ff.
8. See Oncken, "Entstehung und Werden," p. 279. How little authentic Mirabeau's account of
the course of this conversation is. can be deduced from the fact that, in a letter written to his
brother immediately after the conversation, he describes himself as the victor. See ibid., p.
275, and Lomenie, Les Mirabeorr, 2:1%.
9 . See the 1757 edition, vol. 7, p. 821, reprinted in Quesney, Oeuvres Economiques et Philosophiques, p. 218.
10. See Mkmoires inedits de lSAbbiMorellet (1823, 1:37 ff.
11. See Eugene B. Daire's edition of Turgot's work (Paris, 1848), 2:819.
12. I. F. Melon, Essoipolitiquesurle Commerce (Roue" and Bordeaux, 1734). For that reason
Melon cannot be described as preceding Cantillon, for 6 e latter died in the year in which Melon's
work appeared.
13. See "Notice abr&ke des diffkrents k i t s rnodernes qui ont concoulu en France a former la
science de I'Economie politique," in Quesnay, Oeuvres Econorniques er Philomphiques, under
"The Yean 1754 and 1755". p. 148.
14. For a mom detailed account see Henry Higgs, Economic Journal (1891) 1:262 ff.
15. I . Ph. Graumanns, Gesnmmelre Bn'efe von dem Gelde (Berlin, 1762) p. 114 ff.
16. Sir James Steuan, An Inquiry into the Principles ofPolifica1 Economy, Book 111, U13 or vol.
xv, p. 2 8 4
17. See E. B. de Condillac,"Du Commerce et du Gouvernement, consid& relativement I'un i
I'autre," (Amsterdam and Paris, 1776), chap. 16, p. 143, Oeuvres Complets (Paris: 1803),
vol. 6, p. 141. See also A. Lebeau, Condilloc iconomisre (Paris, 1903), pp. 11, 350, 412.
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18. Some funher references to Cantillon's influence on economists of this period will be found
towards the end of this Intmductian.
19. Charles Ganilh, Des sysri.mesd'~onomiePolirique,Znded. (1821). vol. I, pp. XV, 134; vol.
2, p. 107.
20. Physiocrats. Quesnay, Dupont de Nemoun, Mercier de la RiviZre, L'Abbi Baudeau, Le Trnsne.
Avec une Introduction sur la Doctrice des Physiwrates, des Commentaim el des Notices Histnriques par Eugine Doire (Paris, 1846). Parl I, p. 74, 82, 274. It is not easy to understand why
Daire did not deal systematically with the Essoi, which he thought highly of, in editing the
15-volume Collection des principaux iconomisles (1&13-1848). the second volume of which
canains the above-mentioned "Physiocrats"; this fact certainly contributed to the neglect of
Cantillon.

2 1.
22.

23.

Julius KauQ, Theorie und Geschichte der National6konomik, Pmpylien zum volks-und staalswinschaftlichen Stndium. Zweiter Teil. Literatur-Geschichte der ~ational-ijkonomik(Vienna, 1860).
p. 320ff.
W. Rascher. Geschichre der Narionoidkonomik in Deurschlnnd (Munich, 1874), p. 481
Fr. von Sivers, JohrbircherlfirNotio~GbnomieundSfatistik, vol. 23 (lena, 1874). On pages
158-62, which are devoted entirely to Cantillon, he writes: "Eschewing superficial opinion,
subjects the idea that the entire
Cantillon, in his "Essai sur la nature du commerce en g&&l,"
population is dependent upon the landlords to a process of profound reasoning. More incisive
observation and keener mwers of discernment lead him to see that value cannot be explained
in terms of supply and demand only and that the market price formed by supply and demand
gravitates around a mean, which is itself determined by other causes . . . . It suffices to record,
that we find here the threefold division of swiety, which was later considered a discovery of
Quesnay. The agricultural labourers produce the wealth, only the landlords are truly independent, the artists and merchanls are supported by the net income of the landlords. The division
of rent is the same as in the 'Analyse du tableau konomique'; the only difference is that there
the proportions are 2.1.3.5, while here we have a division into sixths."
L&nce de Laverwe, Les bconomisresfrnncois du dirhuitiime siicle (Paris, 1870). p. 167. The
par3agc from which the a e d quuwtron is uken rontlnuer: "Prdpeny in gencml and bprclft?;1II,
lmdcd ~.
prnpen) 1s prrxnted a\ the hasls ofuviety F n m thts pnnc~plr.Cmt~llond erne,
all the inferences which follow, especially in relation to freedom of commerce in all its forms.
If he had lived longer, he would have become one of the leading figures of the school of the
Econornistes."
W. Stanley Jevans, "Richard Cantillon and the Nationality of Political Economy," Conrempomp Review 39, January 1881, reprinted in 7he Principles ofEconomics. A Fmgmenf of o
Treatise on the Induslriai Mechnnism ofSoeiery ond orher Pqpers with a Preface by Henry Higgs
(London, 1905). pp. 155-83.
Jerons, Principles ofEconomics, p. 1 6 4
o ~ ~ ~ ed. L. Stephen,
Article on "Cantillan," by H. R. Tedder, ~ i c l i o ~ p o f N dBiography,
Sidney Lee (London, IS%), 8:455.
Anicle on "Cantillon," by Henry Higgs, F. Y. Edgewonh, and Slephan Bauer, Dicrio~ry
of Polirical Emnomy, ed. R. H. Palgrave (London, 1894).
Article on "Cantillon," by Castelot, Nouveau Dictio~ired'Economie Poliriqw, ed. Leon Say,
Supplement (Paris, 1897).
J. K. Ingram. A HLFtop ofPolitico1 Economy (Edinburgh, 18881, p. 60 ff.
R. Zuckarkandl, Zur 7heo"e des Preises ma besonderer Bemcksichrigung der geschichrlichen
Engwickiung der Lehre (Leipziz, 1889).
A. Espinas, Histoire des Doctrines Economiques (Paris, 1891), p. 179-97.
Alfred Marshall, Principles ofEmnomics (London, 1891), p. 53. In subsequent editions Manhall
altered his verdict and he remarks (in a footnote to the passage, in which he describes the
~
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Physiocrats' achievement as the first attempt at a London 1916, Appendix B 2, p. 756). that
Cantillon has same claim to being considered systematic.
See the Laten and Joumal of William Stanley Jevans. edited by his wife (London, 1886), p. 425.
Henry Higgs, "Richard Cantillon," Economic loumol (1891) 1262-91.
Cantillon, Essai sur Le Commerce, Reprinted for Harvard University (Boston: Gea. H. Ellis;
London; Macmillan, 189L), with a Preface by Henry Higgs.
See H. S. FoxweU, lntmduction to W. St. levons, hvesrig~'onsin CumencyondFimnce (London, L884), p. XLII.
See E. Cannan, A ReviewofEconomic 7heory (London, 1929). p. 20n. This fascinating bwk,
which finally prompted me to devote myself earnestly to a study of Cantillon, gives the best
synoptic
. . view of Cantillon's importance for the entire development of economics.
See the excellent appreciation in A. Espinas, Hisron'e des Doctrines Economiques, pp. 179-97,
which appeared as early as 1891.
See the German edition, Charles Gide and Charles Rist, Ceschichte der volkswinschaftlilichen
Lehneinunnen, 2nd ed. (lena, 1921). p. 52.
See A. Oncken, Enrmhung und Werden der Physiokrorischen 7heorie. p. 280R.n.
Die Zeir vor Adam Smirh
A. Oncken, Ceschichre der NorionolOkonomie. Pan One (only. part),
.
(Leipzig, 1902), particularly p. 279.
Ernst Oberfohren, Die ldee der UniversolOkonornie in der Frnnzosischen Winschnft
swissenschafrlichen Liremmr bis ouf Turgor (Probleme der Weltwirtachaft. Schnften des kgl.
Inaituts fiir Seeverkehr und Weltwinschaf~ender Universitit Kiel, Nr. 23), (Jena. 191% p. 124.
of Physiocratic thwry anticipated . . . in Cantillon's Essoi, even though Quesnay refused to
recognize this and in fact spoke disparagingly of Cantillon in a letter (?) to Mirabeau." Cantillon is certainly less one-sided than the Physiocrats. See also his Allgemeine Volkswinschoftslehre (Leipzig, 1913), in which Cantillon's Essoi is similarly described as "the first attempt
at a comprehensive theory of the economy" (p. 239).
Fr. J. Neumann, "Zur Gcschichte der Lehre von der Gravitation der Lohne nach gewissen
KoslenbetGgen," J&bkherfiir Narionol0:bnomie wdSrafisIik, 3rd ser.. vol. 17 (Jena, 1899),
p. 147ff.
0. van Zwiedheck-Sudenhorst, Die Lahnpreisbildung, Grundriss der Sozialiikonomik, Vol.
N i l , p. 320. There the following opinion of Cantilhn is expressed: "This Irish pioneer of
Physiocratic ideas spells out all the essential arguments which are to be found in what is commanly considered to be the edifice of classical theory."
See J. Schumpeter, Epochen der Dogmen-und Methcdengeschichle, Grundriss der
Sozialiikonamik, 1st. ed (Tubingen 1914), vol. I, p. I, p. 143.
The most detailed monograph concerning the subject maner of the Essoi and its relationship
to both earlier and later works is that of R. Legrand, Richard Conrillon, Un Mercontilisre
Precurseur des Phwiocrores (Paris, 1900). Lie most other studies of Cantillan, it suffers from
the shorlaming that it focusses not so much on Cantillon's originality as on the question whether
one should consider h i as k i n g still pan of the Mercantilists or already pan of the Physiocrats.
Detailed discussion of the contents of the Essai are also contained in the already mentioned
(Qwnerly Journal of Economics 6 (1892). as well as in W.
studies of Jevona, Espinas. Higgs
~.
Rourel, "Un PFcuneur des physiacrates: Cantillon," Journal des Economistes (1892); W.
Kretschmer, "Uber den Richard Cantillon zugeschriebenen Essoi sur la nohue du commerce
en gi&ml mit ksonderer Benicksichtigung der Lehren von Ona Effertz" (diss., Liestal, 1899).
Analytical studies of specific theories of Cantillan will be referred to as the occasion requires.
1. F. Melon, Essoi polilique sur le commerce (Rouen and Bordeaux, 1734).
Dutot, Reflexions poliriques sur les finances el le commerce, 1735.
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50. A. Huan, "Cantillon, Precurseur des Hedonistes," Mode dconomique, May 17 and 31; June
7, 21 and 28; July 29, 1913. For information concerning this anicle. which was not available
in either the Vienna or the Berlin libraries, I am indebted to Sektionsrat Dr. Ewald Schams,
Vienna.
5 1. With reference to Chapters N and V on the formation of the towns and cities, see R. Meunier,
"Thiories de la formations des villes." Revue d'Economie .wlirioue (Paris. 1910).
52. A m from the aforementioned studies of kvons, Higgs, and Neumann, see especially A. Landry.
"Une thbrie d i e & . De I'influence & la d i d o n de la demande sur la uroductiviti du travail,
les salaries et la population, Revue d'Emnomiepolifique, 24 (Paris, 1910). and "Les i d e s
et sociales, 2 (1909):
de Quesnay sur la population," R m e d'hirtoire&s doarines ico~mr'qups
esp. 83 ff. In addition see R. Pkard, "Etude sur quelques thbries du salaire au XVNe siicle,"
3 (1910): 153 ff; and R. Gonnard, Histoire des Doctrines de Lo Population (Paris, 1923). pp.
142, 173 ff., ar well ar the idem, " L a doarines & k poplation avant Malthus," Rme d hinoire
~conomiqueel soeiole 17 (Paris, 1929): esp. 223.
53. Compare the well-known sentence with which Pan I of Chapter XI, Book I of 7he Weolrh of
Norions mmmences-"As men, like all ather animals. naturallv multiulv in ~. m.m n i o nto the
means of thelr ,uhsislence. f a d ir rlwryr, more nr less. In dc&"-wuh
the cxpnwon in
Chapter X V of Pan One of Canldlon's Essui, bul csmiallv with the xnlcn<e-"Men mult~ul\
..
I l e Mice in a barn if they have unlimited Means of Subsistence" (p. 110). Huan ("Cantillon
precurseur des Hedonistes") thinks one is iustified in assuming
- that Malthus was directly influenced by Cantillon.
54. Quonerly Journal of Economics 6:455.
55. Gaetan Pimu, "La thbrie de la valeur R des prix chez W. Petty et chez R. Cantillon," Revue
d'Histoiredes Doctrines Emnomiques el Sociales," 4th year (Paris, 191I). p. 271. Auati from
the previously mentioned studies by R. Zuckerkandl and R. Legrand, the p k e of ~ k t i 1 l a n . s
value and price theory in the history of economic thought is also dealt with in R. Kaulla, Die
~eschichrlicheh i c k l u n g der Modernen ~emheorien-~iibin~en,
1%). pp. 92ff.;and H. R.
Sewall, "Tke mory of Volue before A h Smith, Third Series, American Economic Association, vol. n, m. 3 (New York, 1981). See also A. Dubois, Revue d'economiepolirique (Paris,
1897). pp. 849 ff. "Les theories psychologiques de la valuer au XVIUe sizcle."
56. On Cantillon's theory of entrepreneur see especially E. Canna", A Review of8co~mic7heory,
pp. 285 ff, 303 ff.
57. See passage quoted from Silven and referred to in n.22.
58. P. Harsin, Les doctrines monetaires etjimanciires en Fmnce du XVIe ou XVIIle Siecle (Paris,
UP. 227-236. In addition to the studies of Jevons and Leerand.
1928). ..
- . ses A. E. Monroe.
Monetary lheory before Adom Smith (Cambridge, 1923); 1. W. Angell, '&theory of infernotionolprices (Cambridge, 1923); 1. W. Angell, 7he theory ofinternationalprices(Cambridge.
1926)&pecially p. 207fff.. and F. offm many ~ritircheLJe&ngeschichtedbr ~e!dwemfheo&n
(Leipzig, 1907). especially pp. 56-64.
59. M. W. Holuop, De Omloopsnelheid vm her GeLl (Amsterdan, 1928), p. 9.
60. In addition to levons see S. D. Honan, Sir lsonc Novron and Englands Prohibirive Toriff upon
Silver Money (Cinchatti, 1895), reprinted in the same author's Slverand G d d d a i r Relotions
lo the Pmblem of Resumprim (Cincinaui, 1895), as well as W. St. levans' unfinished reply,
"Sir Isaac Newton and Bimetallism" reprinted in his lnvesrigotions in Currency ondFinonee,
ed. by H. S. Foxwell (London, 1884), p. 330ff.
61. In dace of 1717. Cantillon himself wrote ermnwuslv 1728 (D.
.. 373). and the fact that he used
words rather Ulan numbers means that a wriiig or printing ermr can practically be mled out.
It is very difficult to understand such an ermr, since Cantillon not only experienced the event
in question but even appears to have been in direct contact with Newton. The error persisted
thereafter in the literature and is repeated in Steuan. Inquiry into the Principles of Political
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Emnomy, Book I1I, chap. 7, 3, p. 47 of the 1796 Bask edition or vol. 2, p. 135 of the collected
works (London, 1805), as well as in J. G. Hoffmann, Die Lehre vom Gelde (Berlin, 1838),
p. 104. On the other hand, in reproducing the relevant passage 1. H. Graumann (Gesammlete
Briefe vom Gelde etc., Berlin, 1762) corrected the error. See also Ph. Kalkmann, Englands
Ubergang zur Goldwdinmg im Achtzehnfen Jahrhundm (Stabburg, 1895). p. 127.
On Cantillon's exchange rate theory see A. M. de long, Budrage for de Gesehiedenis van de
Theorie der Wissehersen wor Adam Smith, De Economist. 74th year, Nos. 5-8, ~'Gravenhage
(May-August 1925).
62. See also S. Weulense, Le Mouwment Physiocratique en Fmnce (Paris, 1910), (2 volumes)
and the same author's recent work Les Physiocrares (Encyclopidie Seientifique (Paris, 1931)
and G. Schelle, Le Docfeur Quesnay (Paris 1907), pp. 131-184.
63. In support of what has been said, reference shall be made here to a number of these unfounded
statements in the later literature; the earlier sources will be dealt with in due course. The list
commences with G. Kellner, who claims Zir Geschichte dm Physiokmrirmw: pUesnq-CwmqTurgor (Goningen, 1847), p. 93, that it was Goumay who prompted Cantillon (died 1734!)
to translate his Essoi. Similarly, a recent author, J. W. Angell % %o!y of ktemoriom/ Prices
(Cambridge, 1926). p. 213". remarks rather patronizingly that it is improbable that Cantillon
got his ideas from Hume's Essays, the date of whose publication he pushes back to 1741 in
place of 1752. It was G r i m ' s account, which we shall come to, that prompted many French
writers to give 1733 as the date of Cantillon's death, though this dces not explain how R . Gonnard Histoiredes doctrines de LoPopulation, (Paris, 1923), p. 142 makes 1735 out of it. Other
authors have taken upon themselves to alter the date of publication of the Essoi, thus 1. Bonar
PhilosphyMdPolificolEmnomy(London,1893), p. 106 writes 1752, whileE. S. Furniss lhe
Position of fhe labourer in o s w e m of mtiomlism (New York, 1920), p. 162ff writes 1736.
P. Hanin Les doctrines monitaires etjinnnciires en Fmnce du XVle au XVllle Siecle (Paris
1928), finds a simple solution to the problem as to who finally published the Essoi by attributing
the deed to E l m r Mauvillon, af whom we know only that he m k the Essai, which was plblished
in 1755, and reprinted it a year later together with his translation of Hume's PoliticalDirourses;
this action itself contradicts the assumption that he had brought out the first edition of the Essai
a year earlier. No less unfounded is the statement of H. R. Sewall me m e o y of Value Bejore
A h Smith (New York, 1901). p. 80 that Cantillon was of French origin or that of R. Legrand,
in his frequently cited work, that Cantillon had penanally visited all the countries which he
mentions in his Essai.
6 4 See Higgs' Preface to W. Sf. Javons' Posfhumous Principles of Economics (Londan, 1905),
no.
.. 10 and 13.
65. L a doctrines monitairrs etc., p. 228". Huan (op.cit., May 17, p.5) comments that it is quite
remarkable that the "Pm&s-Verbaux du Canseil du Commerce et du bureau du Commerce
1700-1791 ," published by Bnnnjostieux and Lelong, contains nothing about Cantillon.
66. Far the convenience of those who are familiar with the Cantillon literature, it may be pointed
out that in what follows the available data concerning both the author and Esmi are plagiarism
by Postlethwayt, the plagiarism of Serionne (see fwtnotes 83 and 86) and the connection with
Montesqieu (see footnote 93.
67. H. Thirrion, La vie pn'vie derfinonciirs au XVIlle siiclr (Paris, 1895); Cornelia de Will, Lo
Sociifsfrancaise el la Sociiri onglaise au XVIIle siicle (Paris, 1864); 1. H. Hesse, Memories
ofrhe Pretenders and Their Adherents (London, 1845).
68. See p. 43 ff. 52 and 71 of the third volume of the complete edition, undertaken by Maurice
Toumeaux, of Correspondence littiroire, philosophique et critique par Grimm, Diderol, RaymI,
Mrisrer ere. (Paris, 1878).
69. Lhnnee Liffimire,Annee MDCCLV, by M. Fremn (Amsterdam), vol. 5, p. 67.
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70. Biographie Universelle Anciennr el Modeme . . . Nouvelle edition, publik soua la direction
de M. Michaud, vol. 6 (Paris, 1843). under the false name Philippe de Cantillan. The author
of the anicle is said to be Weiss.

71.
72.
73.

74.
75.

Nouvelle Biographie G&n&raledepuis les femps les plus reculds juqu '2 nos jours, publiee par
MM. Firmin Didot Fkres sous la direction de Mr. le Dr. Hoefer, vol. 8 (Paris, 1855). similarly under the name Philippe Cantillon.
The Leners ofHorace Wnbole, Earl ofoxfur4 (London, 1840). vol. I , pp. 274 and295. See
alsa R e Works of Jonorhon Swrfr, ed. Walter Scott (London, 1824). vol. 16, p. 262ff.
The Counrv Journol or 7he C r a j h e n (18 May and 15 June 1734); Rends Weekly Journal or
Bn'rish Gozeneer, (1 June 1734); and Genrlemon's Magazine (May and 7 December 1734)
See Complete Peerage of England, Scarland, Ireland, Greor Bn'roin and rhe Unired Kingdom,
exrant, exrim o r d o m i , alphabetically arranged andedited by G.E.C., vol. 7 (London, 18%)
p. 217 (Stafford), and vol. 3 (London, 189% p. 319 (Famham) as well as Higgs, Economic
Journal, val. I, p. 288, who paints out that Ule sole surviving child out of the second marriage
of Cantillon's daughter, Lady Henrietta Farnham, did not dieuntil 1852. She married the Right
Hon. Dennis Daly and was mother of the first Lard Dunsandle, whose descendants are the direct
representatives of Cantillon. 1 mention this here, because this clue could perhaps one day help
to add to the little that we now know about Cantillon.
Mirabeau, L'Ami des Hommes, ou Tmire de lo Popularion. Premi6re Panie (Avignon, 1756)
recte 1757). p.6. See alsa the fwmote in chap.2, p. 18.
Ibid. p. 85 ff. (beginning of chapter 7).

The quotation from Cantillon, which precedes this comment, is from p. 107 of the Essoi, begirning with "le nombre des habitants" and continuina.to the end of the para~raph
. . on the following page.
Alfred Stern, Dos Leben Mirabeaus (Berlin, 18891, vol. I , p. 26, who says that "a very considerable influence on the development of his ideas was exercised by Cantillon's "Essai sur
la nature du commerce en gi6ral." with which he was familiar in manuscript form for a long
time before its publication."
See Stefan Bauer. "SNdies on the Origin of the French Economiss," Quonerly Journal of
Economics, vol. 5:101 (1891)
See the frequently cited arficle in the Economic Journal. vol. 1, (1891). as well as the description of the manuscripts in G. Weulersse, LPS Manuscrips Economiques de Fmncois Quesnay
er du Marquis de Mirabeuu ow Archives Nnrionales (Paris, 1910). p. 2 ff.
Economic Journal, val. 1:267 ff.
In the light of these documents we can only be amused when L. Bmcard in his h k about
Mirabeau's Am; des Hommes (Ladocrrines hconomipes el mciales du Marquis (le Mirabeou
dons I'Ami dcs Homrnes [Paris, 19021, p. 48). without knowing Higgs's study itself, Nms
indignantly on R. Legrand because the latter, claiming suppon from Higgs for what was an
extremely cautious comment, had dared to say in his Richard Cantillon, Un mercnnrillisrr
precuneur&~ph>rriocrafes(Paris. 1900). p. 8 that: "one may suspect that the Marquis Mirabeau
had the intention of utilizing Cantillan's manuscript and, after touching it up, publishing it under
his own name."
"Great Britain's True System'' (London, 1757).
An Esray upon Money and Coins (anonymous), in two parts, (London, 17857158).
In Fmnce also there was at least one plagiariser at work quite soon after the appearance of
the Essai. Accarias de Serionne in his Les lrzrbr& des Norionr de I'Europe ddvblophs relativemenr ou Commerce (Leyden, 1766). 2nd. ed. (Paris, 1767) transcribed several passages from
the Essoi in his second volume (second edition) as follows: In a footnote on p. 127 a verbatim
~

76.

77.
78.

79.
80.

81.
82.
83.
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84.
85.

86.

87.

.
88.
89

90

91.

92.

THE JOURNAL OF LIBERTARIAN STUDIES

Fall

account of living
- conditions in China. p. 50 ff of the Ersoi: an D. 135 ff. the exmsitian on
the different value relationships between gold and silver in various countries (p. 364-366 of
the Essui): and on D. 148 the account of Newton's mint of view at the time of the Enalish
coinage reform, not forgeuing the erroneous date of 1728, p. 377 of the Essai
See the editorial note in Economic Joumol (1896). vol 6:165.
7he Universal Dintonary of Tmde and Commerce, translated from the French of the Celebrated
Monsieur Savary . . . with large additions and Impmvemenrs incorporated throughout the whole
work which more panicularly accommodate the same to the Trode and Navigations of the
Kinndom . . . by Malachy Postlethwayt(London, 1755), vol. 1, 1751, vol. 2, 1755. Seeespecially the anicle on "Balance of Trade, Banks, Baner, Cash, Circulation, Coin, Exchange and
Interest" in vol. 1 and the anicles on "Labour and Money" in vol. 2. The anicle an "Labour"
reproduces verbatim almost the entire contents of chapter 2 and chapters 7-1 I of the first pan
of the Essai.
A dissertation on the "Plan, Use and Imponance" of the Universal Dicrionory &Trade and
Commerce, translated from the French . . . Addressed to the Nobiliry, Gentry, Merchants and
of Great Enrain (London. 1749).
In the example in which the relative shares of labour and material in the value of a watch ~Drine.
. -.
which in the French text are obviously incorrectly given as "un a un" (p. 35) are correctly
given in the above source as "one to a million." The fact that Postlethwavt in his earlier mentioned work, "Great Britain's True Systems" (London, 1757). p. 154 gives the exact pruponion
of 1:1.538460 prompted Canna" (84) to ask if Postlethwayt didn't in fact possess the lost appendix, a question that cannot be answered.
Economic Joumol val. I. w
.. . 270-275.
H Hlggs fiommu> Juumul. \ol I:2&2k a s s lhls xcount un ihsraacr trferrncc iiund mgcthcr
wnh the wn,rd, JI the lau sun C m d agamn Cantilhm tB~bl~othcquc
Natlunale. Fm 2740.
2838). tu wh~chu e shall \hunly refer fie detad, whlch fcdlou arc Jemed f n m H,ggs
Lelrer, H ~ l t o n q w POIIII~UC,.
~.
Phll~~.mphtqws
n Pant~uL!;.ms de Hrnn SatnrJoh &hnrhn,ke
depuis 1710 juiqusri 1736, edited by Grithard, (Paris, 1808), vol. 2m:452 and 455, &en
to Abbe Alari (2 and 3 Fehmary 17-18).
This account is based panly on Higgs and panly on the anicles on Bukeley and Clare in the
"Dietiomire gin&logique, chronologique el histoirique . . . p r M.D.L.C.D.B". (Fmncois
Aleurndm Auben de la Chesnny-Des-Bois) (Paris, 1757), vol. I. According to the latter source
Daniel Mahani was "come timlaire de Castilie, par dou du feu mi Philippe V. lieutenant-general
des ses arm&."
If the account of the said "Dictionairc gin&hgique" is correct, Higgs assumes that the Francois Bukeley, whom Cantillon's widow married, was her maternal cousin. Bearing in mind
what shall be said in the text concerning Bulkeley, it is wonh setting out what data I could
collea about his life:

Born in London on September 11, 1686, son of Henry Bulkeley, who was land steward
(Haushofnteister) to Charles U and James 11, brother of the second Viscount BuLeley. He came
to France in 1700, advanced in service under Marshall Benvick to the rank of lieutenant-general,
took pan in the unsuccessful expedition of the "Old Pretender" to Scotland in 1715116, on
which occasion he and the son of Benvick were to convey a large sum of money to the "Old
Pretender." He died on January 14, 1756, having been permitled to hand over his Irish infantry regiment to his son. Bawd on Memoirs du Morbchnl de Bewick,-ecrits par lui &mevol. 2 (en Suisse, 1778L pp. 169, 172 aind Lenres hisron'ques, politiques, philosophiques er
poniculieres du Henn' Sainr-John, Lord Vucomre Bolingbmke, depuis 1710jusqu'en 1736, edited
by Grimoard, vol. 3 (Paris, 1808), p. 132".
93. Scr Cont~rpmdoncede Mont~rquter,puMipc par Fmncodr Gebdm ct A d r i M o n z (Puts.
19111.tuovolumes:I'he lint letter fmm tlulkele) to Montcsquw sdated Sepvmkr 10. 1723,
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the last SeptEmber 20, 1751. Madame Bukeley is mentioned for the first time by Montesquieu
in a letter wriltcn in May or June 1740 and for the last time on July 22, 1749, when, in a letter
to Bulkeley, he wrote that he had just spoken with Mme. Bulkeley. As early as July 18, 1736,
however, Montesquieu wrote to Bulkeley: "FaiIes ma m u r a Mme. de Cantillon."
94. See the article in Economic Joumol (1891). p.
. 277 ff.
95. See Higgs, Economic Journal (1891), pp. 276, 284.
96. See the two folio volumes in the bibtioth~quetio on ale, Pafis,fm 2740ond 2838, printed cher
Andre Knapen (Paris, 1730). See Higgs, Emmm'c Jownal(1891), p. 284, and pvuterly Journal
of Economics, vol. 6 4 3 8 (1892), p. 438.
97. Hum (loc. cit. article of July 26) also considered or considen that the influence of Cantillon
on Hume was very. e-reat. A.E. Monme. on the other hand (loc, cit.. P. 228) is of the opinion
that there are no grounds far asuming that Hume was familiar with Cantillon's manuscript,
even though it is known that it passed through many hands.
98. See also L. Cossa, An Introduction to the Smdy of Politicd Economy (London, 1893). p. 255,
who says that "Hume's Political Discourses . . . don't stand compariwn in terms of coherency or unity with Cantillon's more concise, systematic and thorough exposition."
99. J . Hill Bunon, L-fe and Correspondence o/Dovid Hume (Edinburgh 1846). p. 367. This contains only excerpts fmmHume's economic writings. Mr. I.Y.T. Greig, who, as literary executor.
is preparing a complete edition for the press, had the extraordinary kindness to send me the
full text by Hume, and I find that it contains no further indications of a direct influence of Cantillon on Hume.
100. As another example of Cantillan's influence on English writen Huart mentions W. Paley, P h eiples of Moral and Politico1 Philosophy (1785), VIIII.
101. See W. Hasbach, Gemurn Cornier ols ersrer Aufsreller der Abstinewheorie, Johrbud fir
Cesetzgebung usw (1905).
IM. See E. AUix, "L'wuvre konomique de GermainGamier vaduneur d' Adam Smith et Disciple
de Cantillon." Revue d'hisroire des doctrines Pconomiques et sociales, V (Pans, 1912).
103. As in preceding reference, p. 333.
104. Delle leggi politiche e ecanomiche "Scierm della legislaziane 11," (1780). reprinted in Scriltori C h s i c i Italioni, di Eco~mr'oPolitico, edited by Custodi, Pone Modema, uol. 32. See
chap. 4.
105. 1. F. v. Pfeifer, Noriirliche, nus dem Endzweck der Gesellschaji entstehende allgemeine
Polizeiwissenschajr, Port I1 (Frankfurt, 1779). p. 62.
und Wenh (Num106. G. A. Will, Versuch&r die Physiokmrie, deren Gesehiehte. Ljtemtur, I&
berg, 1782), p. 4.

